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Highlights

• All-voxel IVIM-MRI model for simultaneous processing of all voxel in a given

ROI.

• Ability to incorporate several priors on the model parameters

• High detection of blood vessels in the ROI
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Abstract

IntraVoxel Incoherent Motion (IVIM) Diffusion-Weighted Magnetic Resonance Imag-

ing (DW-MRI) is of great interest for evaluating tissue diffusion and perfusion and

producing parametric maps in clinical applications for liver pathologies. However, the

presence of macroscopic blood vessels (not capillaries) in a given Region of Interest

(ROI) results in a confounding effect that bias the quantification of tissue perfusion.

Therefore, it is necessary to identify those voxels affected by blood vessels. In this

paper, an efficient algorithm for an automatic identification of blood vessels in a given

ROI is proposed. It relies on the sparsity of the spatial distribution of blood vessels.

This sparsity prior can be easily incorporated using the all-voxel IVIM-MRI model

introduced in this paper. In addition to the identification of blood vessels, the proposed

algorithm provides a quantification of blood vessels, tissue diffusion and tissue perfu-

sion of all voxels in a given ROI, in one single step. Besides, two strategies are proposed

in this paper to deal with the nonnegativity of the model parameters. The efficiency

of the proposed algorithm compared to the Non-Negative Least Square (NNLS)-based

method, recently introduced to deal with the confounding blood vessel effect in the
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IVIM-MRI model, is confirmed using both realistic and real DW-MR images.

Keywords: IVIM-MRI, Diffusion-Weighted MRI, sparsity, proximal optimization.

1. Introduction

IntraVoxel Incoherent Motion (IVIM) imaging is a method to quantitatively as-

sess the microscopic translational motions of water molecules that could contribute to

the signal acquired with diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DW-MRI)

(Le Bihan et al., 1986, 1988; Le Bihan, 2008). The IVIM-MRI model comprises two5

distinct contributions: the molecular diffusion of water in tissue (also referred to as

"true diffusion") and the microcirculation of blood in the capillaries (perfusion, also

referred to as "pseudo diffusion"). Thus, the IVIM-MRI method allows for measure-

ments of both the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and the tissue perfusion, in a

single experiment. The ADC can be used to probe the tissue microstructure and repre-10

sents a diagnostic biomarker for a number of diseases. The tissue perfusion is another

important physiological parameter that is sensitive to tissue disease status. It should be

noted that, contrary to other perfusion techniques, the IVIM-MRI provides an index of

perfusion without the intravenous administration of a contrast agent (e.g., Gd-DTPA).

Despite the limited clinical application of IVIM perfusion maps (due to their noisiness),15

many IVIM-MRI studies have been performed recently on liver to investigate patholo-

gies such as nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and steatohepatitis (NASH),

which are nowadays reaching epidemic levels worldwide (Loomba and Sanyal, 2013;

Andreou et al., 2013; Dyvorne et al., 2013; Hayashi et al., 2013; Pasquinelli et al., 2011;

Guiu et al., 2012; Leporq et al., 2015).20

The IVIM-MRI model is bi-exponential since the diffusion signal at each voxel is

modeled as a linear combination of two exponential decays related to the ADC and

the tissue perfusion (more details are given in section 2). Recently, two studies have

highlighted a possible presence of a third contribution to the diffusion signal, which

could be found in voxels affected by larger blood vessels (not capillaries) (Cercueil et al.,25

2015; Gambarota et al., 2017). This contribution can be modeled as a third diffusion

decay component leading to a tri-exponential IVIM-MRI model. It is noteworthy that
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this third component is not necessarily present in all voxels but only in those potentially

affected by large blood vessels (i.e., partial volume). A trivial way to quantify tissue

diffusion and perfusion of the Region of Interest (ROI) affected by the presence of30

blood vessels is first to visually discard those affected voxels and second to estimate the

ADC and the tissue perfusion by fitting a classical bi-exponential IVIM-MRI model

to the remaining ones. However, such approach requires a sufficiently high contrast

level in the ROI under consideration. In general, due to the limited signal contrast and

spatial resolution, the visual identification of affected voxels and hence the estimation35

of a potential third diffusion component becomes a non-trivial task. In such situation,

authors in (Gambarota et al., 2017) proposed to investigate, for each voxel in the ROI, the

presence of large blood vessels (i.e., third diffusion component) using the Non-Negative

Least Square (NNLS) algorithm (Lawson and Hanson, 1995). For each voxel labeled

as affected by a blood vessel, the confounding effect of the blood vessel was "removed"40

via a heuristic strategy (e.g., by discarding the data point related to the contribution of

blood vessels to the signal intensity) (Gambarota et al., 2017). After performing this

pre-processing step, a bi-exponential fitting was used to estimate both the ADC and the

tissue perfusion. Besides, authors in (Cercueil et al., 2015) adopted a tri-exponential

IVIM-MRI model fit using nonlinear regression methods. In this study, the estimation45

of the third component was not performed on a voxel-by-voxel basis but using the ROI’s

mean intensity (i.e. the average intensity over all the voxels in the ROI). Therefore, no

parametric maps could be generated with such a strategy neither for blood vessels nor

for ADC and tissue perfusion. Since these parametric maps are highly valuable from

a diagnostic point of view, the approach by (Cercueil et al., 2015) is not considered in50

the current paper.

Given the great clinical interest in the IVIM-MRI method for quantifying tissue

diffusion and perfusion, especially for ROIs where the identification of blood vessels

is not evident, a new algorithm for automatic identification of the potential presence of

blood vessels in a given ROI is proposed in this paper. In addition to this identification,55

which is the main goal of this algorithm, the contribution of (i) blood vessels, (ii) the

ADC and (iii) the tissue perfusion to the acquired signals, is quantified for all voxels

in the ROI, in one single step. This is accomplished with the all-voxel IVIM-MRI
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model introduced in this paper. The proposed algorithm does not require any manual

operations, such as image contrast enhancement commonly used in such context, which60

are operator-dependent and prone to errors. The proposed algorithm takes into account

(i) the assumption of a sparse representation of the spatial distribution of large blood

vessels in the considered ROI leading to the Sparsity-based All-Voxel Tri-Exponential

IVIM (SAVTE-IVIM) algorithm; and (ii) the non-negativity constraint that is inherent

to the IVIM-MRI model. To deal with this non-negativity constraints, two possible65

strategies are proposed in this paper: (i) a rough strategy leading to the SAVTE-

IVIMR method; and (ii) an embedded strategy leading to the SAVTE-IVIME one.

The blood vessel identification and parameter quantification are computed following

the spirit of the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) (Boyd et al.,

2011). The performance of the proposed SAVTE-IVIM algorithm (in its two variants70

SAVTE-IVIMR and SAVTE-IVIME) is evaluated and compared to the one of theNNLS-

based method (Gambarota et al., 2017) in terms of identifying blood vessels and

quantifying tissue diffusion and perfusion. A statistical analysis of obtained results

in both identifying blood vessels and quantifying tissue diffusion and perfusion, is also

performed. Both realistic simulated and real DW-MRI images of liver acquired from75

six healthy volunteers are used for the aforementioned numerical analysis. This paper

is an extended version of our preliminary work reported in (Liu et al., 2017, 2018).

2. Method

2.1. Towards an all-voxel tri-exponential IVIM-MRI model

Assume, for a given volunteer, that a set of M DW-MR images acquired using M80

different diffusion-sensitizing gradient strengths (denoted here by bm , m ∈ {1, · · · , M })
is available. Then, for a given voxel in an ROI of size (N1 × N2) taken in the m-th

DW-MR image, the conventional IVIM-MRI model is given by (Le Bihan et al., 1986):

s(n1,n2) (bm ) =
L=2∑

`=1
a(n1,n2)
`

e−bmd
(n1,n2 )
` + ε (n1,n2) (bm ) (1)

where s(n1,n2) denotes the acquired signal intensity of the (n1, n2)-th voxel, 1 ≤ n1 ≤85

N1, 1 ≤ n2 ≤ N2, and ε (n1,n2) is an additive Rician noise. Coefficients d (n1,n2)
1 and
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d (n1,n2)
2 with d (n1,n2)

1 < d (n1,n2)
2 stand respectively for the ADC (characterizing the slow

exponential decay, around 10−3mm2/sec) and the D∗ (the pseudo-diffusion coefficient,

characterizing the fast exponential decay, around 10−1mm2/sec, which originates from

the blood perfusion); a(n1,n2)
1 , and a(n1,n2)

2 are their corresponding amplitudes. Accord-90

ing to equation (1), the IVIM-MRI model provides a means to simultaneously assess

the ADC and the perfusion fraction (PF) which is defined as a normalized amplitude of

the fast diffusion component (Gambarota et al., 2017) such that for the (n1, n2)-th voxel

we have: PF(n1,n2) =
a

(n1,n2 )
2∑L

`=1 a
(n1,n2 )
`

. However, this conventional IVIM-MRI model does

not take into account the potential contribution of a large blood vessel in the considered95

(n1, n2)-th voxel (1 ≤ n1 ≤ N1, 1 ≤ n2 ≤ N2) to the acquired signal. Authors in

(Gambarota et al., 2017; Cercueil et al., 2015) investigated the presence of large blood

vessels and suggested to consider tri-exponential IVIM-MRI model (e.g., L = 3 in

equation (1)) as a mean to capture such blood vessel effect. Consequently, in addition

to the slow (i.e., d (n1,n2)
1 (ADC)) and the fast (i.e., d (n1,n2)

2 (D∗)) exponential decays,100

the tri-exponential IVIM-MRI model (equation (1)) comprises a third very fast expo-

nential decay (i.e., d (n1,n2)
3 > 0.2mm2/sec) with related amplitude a(n1,n2)

3 . Despite

the efficiency, to some extent, of methods in (Gambarota et al., 2017; Cercueil et al.,

2015), none of them are able to consider possible prior information regarding the spatial

distribution of the model parameters. Specifically, the use of prior information might105

considerably improve the identification of blood vessels in the considered ROI. This

limitation of the previously proposed methods (Gambarota et al., 2017; Cercueil et al.,

2015) is due to the fact that the employed tri-exponential IVIM-MRI model (e.g., L = 3

in equation (1)) is, conventionally, a single voxel-wise model. To cope with this limi-

tation, the latter model is extended, as shown hereafter, to an all-voxel tri-exponential110

IVIM-MRI one. With this extended version being considered, not only spatial prior

regarding the model parameters can be employed, but also a simultaneous processing

of all voxels in the considered ROI is henceforth possible. For convenience purposes,

a vectorized version of any defined ROI in the DW-MR image will be adopted in the

sequel. Such vectorization is performed using the vec operator which maps a matrix115

T (I × J) to an I J-th dimensional vector whose i + ( j − 1)I-th component stands for

the (i, j)-th entry of T . Consequently, its inverse function, denoted by unvec, is defined
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such that unvec(vec(T )) = T . Accordingly, based on equation (1) (for L = 3) and for

a given ROI in the m-th (m ∈ {1, · · · , M }) DW-MRI image, the all-voxel tri-exponential

IVIM-MRI model can be written as:120

s(bm ) =
L=3∑

`=1
à � e−bmd` + ε (bm ) (2)

where à = vec(A`) and d` = vec(D`), ∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3} with matrices Al , Dl of size

(N1 × N2) denoting respectively the spatial distribution of a` and d` in the considered

ROI, � stands for the Hadamard product (i.e., element-wise matrix product) and ε (bm )

denotes the N1N2-th dimensional vector of MRI noise related to the m-th image. Since

spatial distributions A`,D`, ` ∈ {1, 2, 3} are invariant through the M DW-MR images125

(Le Bihan et al., 1986), the all-voxel tri-exponential IVIM-MRI model defined over the

M DW-MR images can then be written as:

s =
L=3∑

`=1
(1M ⊗ à ) � e−b⊗d` + ε (3)

where s is a N M-dimensional vector gathering the acquired signals of the N = N1N2

voxels of the considered ROI over the M DW-MR images. The noise vector ε , is defined

such that ε = [ε (b1)T, ε (b2)T, · · · , ε (bM )T]T , 1M is an M-dimensional vector of ones,130

b = [b1, b2, · · · , bM ]T where T is the transpose operator and ⊗ stands for the Kronecker

product.

2.2. The proposed SAVTE-IVIM algorithm

A reliable clinical diagnosis based on a given ROI in the liver, when the presence of

blood vessels is questionable, requires an efficient way of detecting blood vessels. As135

clinical experts are generally interested in investigating the tissue status, delineating a

ROI that is, to a large extent, free from the confounding blood vessel effect is mandatory.

In this sense, a chosen ROI is considered as informative in terms of both ADC and PF

when the spatial distribution of blood vessels, in this ROI, is sparse. More precisely,

the spatial distribution, A3, of a3 is a sparse matrix. As the spatial distribution of blood140

vessels in the ROI reflects its vascularization, the sparsity pattern of A3 is invariant

through the M DW-MR images. Therefore, identifying blood vessels in the considered
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ROI can be performed by solving the following model identification problem:

P1 :

mina1,a2,a3,d1,d2,d3‖ψ (a1, a2, a3, d1, d2, d3)‖22+λ ‖a3‖1
s.t . à > 0 and d` > 0,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3}

(4)

whereψ (a1, a2, a3, d1, d2, d3) = s−∑L=3
`=1 (1M ⊗a`)�e−b⊗d` denotes themodel fidelity,

‖.‖22, ‖.‖1 stand, respectively, for `2-norm and `1-norm and λ stands for a penalty145

parameter. For the sake of readability, arguments in the function ψ (a1, a2, a3, d1, d2, d3)

will be omitted in the sequel. Note that a LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and

Selection Operator) penalty term (i.e., `1−norm) is used in P1 (4) to describe the

sparsity of the spatial distribution A3 of a3. The above constrained minimization

problem, P1 (4), can be solved following the spirit of the well-known ADMM method150

which is based on the augmented Lagrangian technique (Boyd et al., 2011). Regarding

the non-negativity constraints, rough and embedded strategies are proposed in this

paper leading, as mentioned previously, to the SAVTE-IVIMR and the SAVTE-IVIME

algorithms, respectively.

2.2.1. The SAVTE-IVIMR algorithm155

The P1 problem (4) is solved here using the ADMM method (Boyd et al., 2011)

which introduces the latent variable z and replaces the P1 problem (4) by:

P2 :


mina1,a2,a3,d1,d2,d3,z ‖ψ‖22 + λ‖ z‖1
s.t . z = a3, à > 0, d` > 0,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3}

(5)

A typical scheme to solve P2 (5) using the ADMMmethod is based on the minimization

of its associated augmented Lagrangian function, denoted here by L. This leads to

rewrite P2 (5) as follows:160

P3 :


mina1,a2,a3,d1,d2,d3,z, y L = ‖ψ‖22 + λ‖ z‖1 + yT(a3 − z) + ρ
2 ‖a3 − z‖22

s.t. à > 0, d` > 0,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3}
(6)

where the N-dimensional vector y stands for the Lagrangian multiplier and ρ > 0

denotes a penalty parameter. The estimation of à ,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3}, can be then performed

in a least square sense by computing the stationary points of L in à ,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
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Regarding the estimation of d1, d2 and d3, it is performed using the Levenberg-

Marquardt (LM) algorithm (Nocedal and Wright, 2006). Note that instead of using the165

LM algorithm, other alternative non-linear methods such as the Gauss-Newton (GN)

(Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004) can be employed instead, as shown in our preliminary

work (Liu et al., 2017). However, the LM algorithm yielded a higher performance

in terms of the estimation quality compared to the GN algorithm (Liu et al., 2017).

Therefore, and for the sake of readability, only the LM algorithm is considered in this170

paper. As far as the estimation of the latent variable z and the Lagrange multiplier y is

concerned, a proximal operator (see (Komodakis and Pesquet, 2015) and the references

therein) is used to estimate the former while the dual ascent scheme (Boyd et al., 2011)

is used to estimate the latter. Mathematical derivations of all update rules employed

to solve the P3 problem (6), in the framework of the ADMM method, are given in175

Appendix A. At each iteration of the SAVTE-IVIMR algorithm, variables are updated

in an alternative way. Indeed, each variable is estimated while keeping the other

variables to their last estimates. The algorithm stops when the model error exhibits,

between two successive iterations, a value that is smaller than or equal to a predefined

threshold or when amaximumnumber of iterations is reached. As for the non-negativity180

constraints in P2/P3, a rough strategy is used to deal with it. More precisely, potential

negative components in a1, a2 and a3 are set to a value in the neighborhood of zero

(e.g., 10−5). The choice of the latter threshold value is justified since no physiological

prior information regarding the value of à ,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3} is to be considered. Regarding
negative components of d1 and d2 encountered during iterations, they are projected back185

to their respective physiological ranges d (n)
1 < 0.01 d (n)

2 ∈ [0.01, 0.2] and d (n)
3 > 0.2,

where d (n)
`

, ` ∈ {1, 2, 3} stands for the n-th component of the N-dimensional vector d` .

Indeed, potential negative values of d (n)
1 and d (n)

2 are set to 10−5, 0.01, respectively.

Also, values of d1 that are greater than 0.01 are set to 0.01 while those of d (n)
2 (d (n)

3 )

that are greater(smaller) than 0.2 are set to 0.2. A pseudo code summarizing the main190

steps of the proposed SAVTE-IVIMR algorithm is given in Algorithm 1 hereafter.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of the SAVTE-IVIMR algorithm
I. Initialization of à , d` , z and y (∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3}):
II. While the stop criterion is not fulfilled or the maximum number of iterations is

not reached, do:

(1) Update Ja` =
∂ψ
∂aT

`

,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3} using equation (A.5)
(2) Update a1 using equation (A.2)

• if a(n)
1 < 0 then a(n)

1 ← 10−5,∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N }

(2) Update a2 using equation (A.3)

• if a(n)
2 < 0 then a(n)

2 ← 10−5,∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N }

(3) Update a3 using equation (A.4)

• if a(n)
3 < 0 then a(n)

3 ← 10−5,∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N }

(4) Update d using equation (A.6)

• if d (n)
1 < 0 then d (n)

1 ← 10−5 else if d (n)
1 > 0.01 then d (n)

1 ← 0.01,∀n ∈
{1, · · · , N }

• if d (n)
2 < 0.01 then d (n)

2 ← 0.01 else if d (n)
2 > 0.2 then d (n)

2 ← 0.2,∀n ∈
{1, · · · , N }

• if d (n)
3 < 0.2 then d (n)

3 ← 0.2,∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N }

(5) Update z using equation (A.7)

(6) Update y using equation (A.8)

2.2.2. The SAVTE-IVIME algorithm

The SAVTE-IVIME algorithm deals with non-negativity constraints in P1 (4) by

resorting to a change of variable into square such that: à = ã̀ � ã̀ = ã̀ �2, d` =

d̃` � d̃` = d̃`
�2 with ã̀ , d̃` ∈ R∗,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3} (see Coloigner et al. (2014) and the195

references therein). As the sparsity patterns are invariant w.r.t. the Hadamard product

(e.g a3 and ã3 have the same sparsity pattern), P1 (4) can then be reformulated as
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follows:

P4 :


minã1, ã2, ã3, d̃1, d̃2, d̃3, z̃
‖ψ‖22 + λ‖ z̃‖1

s.t . z̃ = ã3
(7)

whereψ = s−∑L=3
`=1 (1M ⊗ ã̀ �2)�e−b⊗ d̃`

�2

. Similarly to the SAVTE-IVIMR approach,

the ADMMmethod is employed to solve the above optimization problem. To do so, P4200

(7) is reformulated as follows:

P5 : min
ã1, ã2, ã3, d̃1, d̃2, d̃3, z̃, ỹ

L1 = ‖ψ‖22 + λ‖ z̃‖1 + ỹT( ã3 − z̃) +
ρ

2
‖ ã3 − z̃‖22 (8)

where L1 is its associated Lagrangian function. Parameters à ,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3}, are
estimated also by computing the stationary points of L1 in à ,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Regarding
the estimation of d`,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the LM method is also employed. Like the SAVTE-

IVIMR, parameter estimation is also performed in an alternative way. Indeed, at each205

iteration, each parameter is updated while keeping the other ones fixed to their last

estimates. The algorithm stops when the model error exhibits, between two successive

iterations, a value that is smaller than or equal to a predefined threshold or when a

maximum number of iterations is reached. A pseudo code summarizing the different

steps in the proposed SAVTE-IVIME algorithm is given in Algorithm 2 below.210

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of the SAVTE-IVIME

I. Initialization of z̃, ỹ, ã̀ and d̃` (` ∈ {1, 2, 3}):
II. While the stop criterion is not fulfilled or the maximum number of iterations is

not reached, do:

(1) Update Ja` =
∂ψ
∂aT

`

using equation (A.5) and J ã` =
∂ψ
∂ ãT

`

using equation (B.5),

∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3}
(2) Update ã1 using equation (B.2)

(3) Update ã2 using equation (B.3)

(4) Update ã3 by rooting equation (B.4)

(5) Update d̃ using equation (B.6)

(6) Update z̃ using equation (B.8)

(7) Update ỹ using equation (B.9)

(8) à ← ã̀ �2, d` ← d̃`
�2
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Mathematical derivations of all update rules figured in Algorithm 2 are given in

Appendix B.

The numerical complexity of the proposed SAVTE-IVIM algorithm in its two variants,

the SAVTE-IVIMR and SAVTE-IVIME, is expressed in numerical flop. Aflop is defined215

as amultiplication followed by addition. However, since in practicemoremultiplications

than additions are encountered, only multiplications are taken into account here. Thus,

the numerical complexity per iteration of the SAVTE-IVIMR algorithm is equal to

(11M + 30)N3 + (6M + 9)N2 + (39M + 5)N + 5 flops while the one of the SAVTE-

IVIME is equal to (22M + 29)N3 + (6M + 9)N2 + (39M + 12)N + 5 flops, where as220

mentioned previously, N denotes the number of voxels in the considered ROI, and M

stands for the number of b-values.

3. Simulations and results

This section is devoted to evaluate the behavior of the proposed SAVTE-IVIM

algorithm in its two variants, the SAVTE-IVIMR and the SAVTE-IVIME, compared225

to the NNLS-based method (Gambarota et al., 2017) recently proposed to deal with

the blood vessel confounding effect in the IVIM-MRI model. This study is conducted

using both realistic and real DW-MR images of human healthy liver of six volunteers

(five males and one female) with age ranging from 23-28 years.

3.1. Data acquisition and experiment setup230

The IVIM data are acquired from a 3 tesla GEMR scanner (GE Discovery MR 750,

GEHC, Milwaukee, WI), employing an SE-EPI enhanced diffusion-weighted imaging

(eDWI) sequence together with the array spatial sensitivity encoding technique (AS-

SET) for parallel imaging. The sequence parameters included M = 12 b-values: 0, 10,

20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 200, 300, 400, 600 and 800 sec/mm2 with repetition time of 2 sec,235

echo time of 54ms, Field Of View (FOV) of 40×30 cm2, image matrix of 256×256 and
slice thickness of 8mm. During the data acquisition, the volunteers were not required

to hold breath.
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Numerical simulations are also conducted. the penalty parameters ρ and λ, are cho-240

sen in a trial-and-error manner such that a smallest model error is obtained. Indeed, the

model error is evaluated over a grid of (ρ, λ)-values with (ρ, λ) ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 10} ×
{10−8, 10−6, 10−4, 10−2, 1, 10}, for both noise-free and noisy data and for different ROIs
taken from the six volunteers in our data set. Regarding the noisy data configuration,

three different values of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) are considered (i.e., 50, 100245

and 150). Note that, from an MR point of view, the SNR is defined as the ratio of the

mean intensity of the chosen ROI to the standard deviation of the intensity outside the

tissue (Lipton, 2008). According to our numerical experiments, the couple (ρ, λ) that

fulfils the smallest model error condition is (0.2, 10−6) and hence it is retained for all

subsequent experiments. It is worth noting that the quality of the identification results250

is highly dependent on the choice of the couple (ρ, λ).

Fig. 1: The averaged model error per voxel over considered ROIs taken from the available six volunteers

in our data set and over four noise levels (noise-free, SNR of 50, 100 and 150), as a function of penalty

parameters ρ and λ. For noisy data, results are averaged over 25 MC trials. The smallest model error is

marked in dark square.
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To illustrate this fact, Figure 1 shows the model error per voxel, ev = | |ψ | |2/N as a

function of (ρ, λ) values and for the aforementioned different situations of noise level

(noise-free and noisy data with SNR values equal to 50,100 and 150). More precisely,

the model error is evaluated for different realistic ROIs of size (16 × 16) taken from255

real MR images with a bifurcated blood vessel being simulated as shown in subsection

3.2. The model error is then averaged over the considered ROIs. Besides, for noisy

data, results are also averaged over 25 Monte-Carlo (MC) trials. According to Figure 1,

there is a set of (ρ, λ) values for which the model error per voxel, ev , exhibits relatively

small values. Among the latter set and whatever the noise level being studied here260

is, the smallest averaged model error per voxel is obtained for (ρ, λ) = (0.2, 10−6), as

illustrated in dark square.

3.2. Realistic simulated data

In order to fairly evaluate the behavior of the proposed SAVTE-IVIMR and SAVTE-

IVIME approaches, a ground truth is required. Therefore, for each volunteer, M realistic265

noisy DW-MR images are generated from the M available real ones by first performing

conventional (voxel-by-voxel) bi-exponential fitting. Then, a third exponential decay

effect with a very fast diffusion coefficient (i.e. d (n)
3 , 1 ≤ n ≤ N) ranging from 0.2 to

1 mm2/sec, and amplitudes (i.e., a(n)
3 , 1 ≤ n ≤ N) ranging from 10% to 30% of the

voxel intensities, is added to the chosen ROI. As shown in Fig. 2, the third component270

is added such that the considered ROI is affected by bifurcated blood vessel. Regarding

the additive noise, random samples generated from a Rician probability distribution are

used. Noise variance is adjusted to obtain the desired SNR value (Gudbjartsson and

Patz, 2008). Numerical simulations are carried out, for each volunteer, over 25 MC

trials and for different SNR values (50, 100 and 150).275

3.2.1. Evaluation criteria

As the main objective of the proposed SAVTE-IVIM approach is to identify blood

vessels in the considered ROI, the identification quality is evaluated here in terms of

the Voxel Localization Error (VLE) criterion, which provides a measure of similarity

between the original and the estimated configuration. Inspired from (Becker et al.,280
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Fig. 2: Left: realistic DW-MR image (volunteer 1) at b = 0 sec/mm2 with parameters estimated from a

bi-exponential fitting on a real DW-MR image of a liver in axial view. The ROI of size (16 × 16), marked in

white square, contains a simulated bifurcating blood vessel. Right: a zoom-in of the considered ROI.

2017), the VLE is defined here as:

V LE=
1
2Q

∑

t ∈I
minw∈Î ‖rt − rw ‖2 +

1
2Q̂

∑

w∈Î
mint ∈I ‖rt − rw ‖2 (9)

where I and Î denote, respectively, the ground-truth and the estimated sets of indices

of voxels affetcted by the third diffusion decaying component; Q and Q̂ are the cardinals

of I and Î, respectively; and rt denotes the position of the t-th voxel. In addition to

blood vessel identification, the SAVTE-IVIM allows not only for a quantification of285

the blood vessel contribution to the IVIM model but also for a quantification of the

tissue diffusion and perfusion. Hence, the quantification quality of tissue diffusion and

perfusion is evaluated here using the Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE) defined

by:

NMSE =
∑H

h=1
p − p̂h22

H ‖p‖22
(10)

where p and p̂h denote, respectively, the ground-truth of the target parameter (ADC290

(d1), D∗ (d2) or PF) and its estimate computed at the h-th (h ∈ {1, ..., H }) MC trial.

3.2.2. Blood vessel identification

Since the NNLS-based algorithm (Gambarota et al., 2017) provides only an identi-

fication of the blood vessel confounding effect, the spatial distribution of a3 is binary.295

Thus, for a fair comparison of the latter method with the proposed SAVTE-IVIMR and
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SAVTE-IVIME ones, which provide an identification and a quantification of the blood

vessel confounding effect, a binary spatial distribution of a3 obtained using the SAVTE-

IVIMR and the SAVTE-IVIME algorithms is created. To this end, the (n1, n2)-th voxel

is labelled as affected when the estimated a(n1,n2)
3 , 1 ≤ n1 ≤ N1, 1 ≤ n2 ≤ N2 is higher300

than 10% of the voxel signal intensity. Figures 3 and 4 show the spatial distribution,

A3 = unvec(a3), of the blood vessel in the considered ROI for volunteers 1 and 2 in

our data set.

Fig. 3: The spatial distribution (binary map) of the very fast diffusion component, a3 (corresponding to the

blood vessel effect), for volunteer 1, as a function of the SNR and obtained using the NNLS-based (Gambarota

et al., 2017) method and the proposed SAVTE-IVIMR and SAVTE-IVIME methods.
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Fig. 4: The spatial distribution (binary map) of the very fast diffusion component, a3 (corresponding to the

blood vessel), for volunteer 2, as a function of the SNR and obtained using the NNLS-based (Gambarota

et al., 2017) method and the proposed SAVTE-IVIMR and SAVTE-IVIME methods.

For the sake of readability, identification maps of blood vessels are presented here only

for volunteer 1 and volunteer 2 while similar behavior of the considered algorithms305

was obtained for the other volunteers. This fact is confirmed in terms of VLE as

shown in Figure 5. According to Figure 3 and Figure 4, the two proposed SAVTE-

IVIMR and SAVTE-IVIME approaches show better blood vessels identification results

compared to the NNLS-based one for all SNR values. Indeed, for a relatively low

SNR value (SNR= 50), the NNLS-based method (Gambarota et al., 2017) shows a high310

false negative rate in terms of identifying affected voxels while the proposed methods

succeed in providing a localization map that is consistent with the ground truth. For

higher SNR values (i.e., 100 and 150), better identification of blood vessels is to be

noticed for the three considered methods, but with higher performance of the proposed

approaches over the NNLS-based one (Gambarota et al., 2017). These results can also315

be confirmed using the VLE criterion (9) as depicted in Figure 5. Indeed, compared to
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the NNLS-based method (Gambarota et al., 2017), smaller VLE values are generally

obtained using the proposed methods for all SNR values and for all volunteers in our

data set.

Fig. 5: VLE vs. SNR for the NNLS-based method (Gambarota et al., 2017) and the proposed SAVTE-IVIMR

and SAVTE-IVIME ones for six healthy volunteers. VLE values are averaged over 25 MC trials.

3.2.3. Quantification of tissue diffusion and perfusion320

In addition to the identification of blood vessels, the proposed SAVTE-IVIM ap-

proach allows to quantify the contribution of (i) detected blood vessels and (ii) the tissue

perfusion and diffusion to the IVIM model. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show, for SNR = 50,

the parametric maps (i.e., the spatial distributions) of ADC (d1), D∗ (d2) and the PF

for volunteer 1 and volunteer 2, respectively. Similar behavior is obtained for the other325

four volunteers in our data set.
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Fig. 6: Parametric maps of (i) the ADC (d1, mm2/sec) (top row), the pseudo-diffusion coefficient D∗(d2,

mm2/sec) (middle row) and (iii) the perfusion fraction (bottom row), obtained using the SAVTE-IVIMR,

the SAVTE-IVIME and the NNLS-based methods for SNR=50, (volunteer 1).
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Fig. 7: Parametric maps of (i) the ADC (d1, mm2/sec) (top row), (ii) the pseudo-diffusion coefficient

D∗(d2, mm2/sec) (middle row) and (iii) the perfusion fraction (bottom row), obtained using the SAVTE-

IVIMR, the SAVTE-IVIME and the NNLS-based methods, for SNR=50 (volunteer 2).

According to Figure 6 and Figure 7, the three considered methods show generally

comparable quantification results of ADC (d1) and D∗(d2) which are, to some extent,

consistent with the target map. Regarding the quantification of PF, the NNLS-based

method (Gambarota et al., 2017) shows, contrary to the proposed algorithms, a high330

number of spurious voxels with high PF values, as depicted in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

This is mainly due to the fact that when the NNLS-based method (Gambarota et al.,

2017) fails in detecting the presence of blood vessels, the PF is then calculated on the

basis of the bi-exponential IVIM-MRI model. In this case, the blood vessel effect will

contribute as a confounding factor to the estimation of D∗(d2). As a result, higher335

values of a2 are to be expected leading to high PF values in those voxels. It is worth

noting that a similar behavior of the three considered methods was also observed for

the quantification of ADC (d1), D∗(d2) and PF in the other volunteers. As mentioned

previously, the above quantification results can be evaluated also in terms of the NMSE

(10). Figure 8 shows the ADC (d1), D∗ (d2) and PF on a logarithmic scale as a340

function of SNR values for each volunteer and for the three considered methods, the
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SAVTE-IVIMR, the SAVTE-IVIME and the NNLS-based (Gambarota et al., 2017).

Note that since the obtained NMSE values are generally smaller than one, computing

the logarithm will lead to negative values. Therefore, for readability purposes, all

NMSE values of ADC (d1), D∗ (d2) and PF were increased by one. We observe from345

Figure 8 that, for all considered parameters, better NMSE values are obtained when

the SNR increases from 50 to 150. Regarding the quantification of ADC (d1), the

proposed methods shows higher quantification quality compared to the NNLS-based

method (Gambarota et al., 2017) for low SNR value (SNR= 50) while comparable

results are observed for the three considered methods for higher SNR values and for350

all volunteers in our data set except for volunteer 5 where the NNLS-based method

shows better quantification of the ADC (d1). Regarding the quantification of D∗ (d2),

we note generally comparable results for the three methods, with a slight superiority

of the SAVTE-IVIMR over the SAVTE-IVIME and the NNLS-based one (Gambarota

et al., 2017). As far as the quantification of the PF is concerned, the SAVTE-IVIMR355

and the SAVTE-IVIME generally outperform the NNLS-based one especially for low

SNR. This behavior is confirmed for all volunteers in our data set except for volunteer

5 where the NNLS-based method shows relatively a higher quantification quality of the

PF parameter.
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Fig. 8: Quantification of parameters ADC (d1), D∗ (d2) and PF in terms of NMSE using the NNLS-based

method (Gambarota et al., 2017) and the proposed SAVTE-IVIMR, the SAVTE-IVIME, for different SNR

values (150, 100 and 50) and for the six volunteers in our data set. For the sake of readability (i) the logarithm

of NMSE values increased by one is considered and (ii) volunteers are irregularly ordered.

3.2.4. Statistical Analysis360

In order to evaluate the statistical significance of the obtained results in the context

of blood vessel identification and tissue diffusion/perfusion quantification, a Wilcoxon

signed rank test is employed. More precisely, regarding the blood vessel identification

part, a correlation series per method (e.g., the SAVTE-IVIMR, the SAVTE-IVIME

and the NNLS-based (Gambarota et al., 2017)) is first constructed leading to three365

correlation series denoted here by γR,TM,γE,TM and γNNLS,TM. Each component of

these series denotes the correlation coefficient computed, for one SNR value and for

one volunteer, between a binarized version of the estimated spatial distribution of blood

vessels in the considered ROI (see Figure 4) and a binarized version of the available

Target Map (TM) depicted in Figure 2. Second, the Wilcoxon signed rank test is370

applied to each of the pairs (γR,TM,γE,TM), (γR,TM,γNNLS,TM) and (γE,TM,γNNLS,TM).
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Box plots of the differences γR,TM−γE,TM, γR,TM−γNNLS,TM and γE,TM−γNNLS,TM are

shown in Figure 9 together with the corresponding p-values (shown in a box). Compared

to theNNLS-based approach (Gambarota et al., 2017), blood vessel identification results

obtained using both the proposed SAVTE-IVIMR and the SAVTE-IVIME algorithms375

are of high statistical significance (p-values of 2.3× 10−3 and 1.9× 10−3, respectively).
Furthermore, as expected, no statistical difference between the results of the SAVTE-

IVIME and those of the SAVTE-IVIMR is observed (p-value of 0.91). This is since the

two methods show generally similar blood vessel identification results.

Fig. 9: Box plots of the difference between paired correlation series γR,TM, γE,TM and γNNLS,TM used for

the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Obtained p-values are presented in boxes.

Regarding the quantification of tissue diffusion and perfusion, specifically the pa-380

rameter ADC (d1), PF and D∗ (d2), a correlation series per parameter is built lead-

ing to γθR,TM,γ
θ
E,TM,γ

θ
NNLS,TM with θ ∈ {ADC, PF,D∗}. For example, each element

of γADC
R,TM denotes the correlation coefficient computed, for one ROI, between the

true parametric map (the target map) related to the ADC and its estimate using the

SAVTE-IVIMR method (see Figures 6 and 7). Then, a Wilcoxon signed rank test385

is applied to the three pairs of correlation series (γθR,TM,γ
θ
E,TM), (γ

θ
R,TM,γ

θ
NNLS,TM)

and (γθE,TM,γ
θ
NNLS,TM), θ ∈ {ADC, PF,D∗}. Box plots of the differences γθ1 =
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γθR,TM − γθE,TM, γθ2 = γθR,TM − γθNNLS,TM and γθ3 = γθE,TM − γθNNLS,TM are shown

in Figure 10 together with the corresponding p-values (shown in boxes). According to

the latter figure, we note that (i) regarding the ADC (d1) quantification: all methods390

show comparable results. This fact is also confirmed by the obtained p-values (0.94

and 0.96); (ii) regarding the PF quantification: all methods show again comparable

results as also confirmed by the obtained p-values (0.99 and 0.96) and (iii) regarding

the D∗(d2) quantification: compared to the NNLS-based approach (Gambarota et al.,

2017), the SAVTE-IVIME algorithm shows higher statistical significance (i.e. p-value395

of 1.5 × 10−4) while no statistical significance is to be noted from the SAVTE-IVIMR

(i.e. p-value of 0.55).

Fig. 10: Box plots of the difference between paired correlation series γθ1 = γθR,TM − γθE,TM, γ
θ
2 =

γθR,TM −γθNNLS,TM andγθ3 = γθE,TM −γθNNLS,TM for θ ∈ {ADC, PF, D∗ } used for the Wilcoxon signed rank

test. Obtained p-values are presented in boxes.

3.3. Real data

To explore the feasibility of the considered algorithms on a real data set, two

comparative studies are considered hereafter. First, the behavior of these algorithms400

is investigated, for a given volunteer (i.e., volunteer 1) in our data set, as a function

of the chosen ROI. Second, these methods are evaluated using the DW-MR images

of the other volunteers (e.g., volunteer 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 ) where only one informative

ROI per volunteer is considered. The ROI selection is performed in the following way:
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first, regions where macroscopic blood vessels are present, as assessed by direct visual405

inspection of the images, are excluded. Indeed, these areas where the blood vessel

confounding effect is evident are typically excluded by clinicians when evaluating

tissue diffusion and perfusion. Secondly, the image contrast of the DW-MR image at

b = 0 sec/mm2 is manually enhanced, to reach nearly saturation levels. This step is

performed in order to identify areas characterized by a limited number of voxels that410

display a higher signal w.r.t. to neighboring voxels; this is indicative of partial volume

between blood vessels and liver parenchyma (Gambarota et al., 2017).

Regarding the first study, four ROIs of size (16× 16) are chosen from volunteer 1 using

manually enhanced image contrast. Figure 11(a) shows the real DW-MR image (top

left) with a standard contrast of a human liver. A zoom-in of these four chosen ROIs415

(white squares) is shown in Figure 11(b)-(e).

Fig. 11: (a) Real DW-MR image of a liver (volunteer 1) in axial view. Four ROIs (white squares) of size

(16 × 16) are chosen (from left to right, ROI 1 to ROI 4). (b)-(e) Zoom-in images (ROI 1 to ROI 4) shown

with manually enhanced image contrast.

It should be noted that the behavior of the manual enhancement of image contrast

is operator-dependent. To illustrate this fact, the ROI 4 is shown in Figure 12 with

three different contrast levels leading to three different visualization aspects. Thus,

the contrast-enhancing approach can not be employed as an unbiased mean to identify420

blood vessels.
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Fig. 12: Three zoom-in images of ROI 4 shown in different contrast levels.

Figure 13 shows the spatial distribution (i.e., A3 = unvec(a3)) of the identified third

diffusion component (the blood vessel effect) using the SAVTE-IVIMR, the SAVTE-

IVIME and the NNLS-based (Gambarota et al., 2017) methods.

Fig. 13: The spatial distribution of blood vessels quantified using the SAVTE-IVIMR, the SAVTE-IVIME

and the NNLS-based (Gambarota et al., 2017) methods for four different ROIs.

We stress on the fact that contrary to the NNLS-based approach wherein the provided425

spatial distribution of this third exponential component is a binary map, the proposed

approaches result in simultaneous identification and quantification of this component.

Variations of the contrast level in the spatial distribution of a3 obtained using the
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SAVTE-IVIMR and the SAVTE-IVIME algorithms confirm this fact. Regarding the

quantification of ADC (d1), D∗ (d2) and PF shown in Table 1, the three methods430

show competitive results which are consistent with the values found in previous studies

(Gambarota et al., 2017; Barbieri et al., 2016; Leporq et al., 2015).

Table 1: Quantification of theADC(d1), the PF and the pseudo-diffusion coefficient D∗(d2) using the SAVTE-

IVIMR, the SAVTE-IVIME and the NNLS-based methods for four different ROIs chosen from volunteer 1.

The parameters ADC, PF and D∗ are expressed, respectively, in (×10−4mm2/sec), (%) and (mm2/sec)

ADC SAVTE-IVIMR SAVTE-IVIME NNLS-based

ROI 1 9.0 ± 1.3 8.8 ± 1.2 8.6 ± 1.8
ROI 2 9.7 ± 1.2 9.6 ± 1.2 9.2 ± 1.6
ROI 3 11.0 ± 2.1 11.0 ± 2.1 10.0 ± 2.5
ROI 4 8.6 ± 7.5 9.0 ± 8.9 8.6 ± 8.2
PF SAVTE-IVIMR SAVTE-IVIME NNLS-based

ROI 1 19.2 ± 9.1 24.4 ± 7.4 27.4 ± 8.8
ROI 2 13.7 ± 7.7 15.2 ± 6.2 19.5 ± 9.5
ROI 3 24.9 ± 13.3 26.7 ± 11.5 31.3 ± 13.2
ROI 4 49.1 ± 11.8 49.5 ± 10.5 59.0 ± 10.0
D∗ SAVTE-IVIMR SAVTE-IVIME NNLS-based

ROI 1 0.057 ± 0.022 0.022 ± 0.018 0.024 ± 0.018
ROI 2 0.047 ± 0.053 0.031 ± 0.034 0.029 ± 0.031
ROI 3 0.048 ± 0.046 0.038 ± 0.037 0.034 ± 0.035
ROI 4 0.023 ± 0.036 0.019 ± 0.026 0.021 ± 0.025

Note that since no constraints regarding the physiological values of D∗ are to be con-

sidered neither in the SAVTE-IVIME algorithm nor in the NNLS-based one, some

estimates of D∗, for certain voxels, are expected to be higher than its largest physio-435

logical value (e.g., 0.2). In such situation, corresponding voxels are excluded from the

subsequent within-ROI averaging operations, as suggested in (Barbieri et al., 2016).

As far as the second study is concerned, for each of the five volunteers (i.e., volunteer

2, 3, 4, 5 and 6), one informative ROI is selected (Figure 14, first column). The
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indicative distribution of blood vessels in each chosen ROI is obtained by a manual440

contrast enhancement (Figure 14, second column).

Fig. 14: (a) Selected ROIs (white squares) from five volunteers (one ROI per volunteer) shown with Standard

Contrast (SC), (b) a zoom-in of ROIs shown in manually Enhanced Contrast (EC), (c-e) estimated spatial

distribution maps of blood vessels using the SAVTE-IVIMR , the SAVTE-IVIME and the NNLS-based

methods (Gambarota et al., 2017) , respectively.

The spatial distribution of blood vessels (e.g., a3) in each ROI using the SAVTE-

IVIMR, the SAVTE-IVIME and the NNLS-based methods is depicted in Figure 14.

We note that while the NNLS-based approach provides only a binary map reflecting

only an identification of blood vessels, the proposed algorithms provide simultaneous445

identification and quantification of blood vessels. Furthermore, we note from Figure

14 that all methods generally succeed in identifying voxels which seem to be affected

by blood vessels. However, the NNLS-based approach provides generally a spatial

distribution of blood vessels that is, to some extent, less consistent with the available

indicative distribution of blood vessels. For instance, compared to the latter, in the450

case of volunteer 5, the NNLS-based method seems to provide a higher false negative

identification rate than the proposed algorithms. Regarding the quantification of ADC

(d1), D∗ (d2) and PF, Table 2 shows that the three considered methods provide generally,
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for the five volunteers, quantification results that are consistent with those found in

previous studies on human liver (Gambarota et al., 2017; Barbieri et al., 2016; Leporq455

et al., 2015).

Table 2: Quantification of the ADC, the PF and the D∗ using the SAVTE-IVIMR, SAVTE-IVIME and the

NNLS-basedmethods for volunteers 2-6. ADC, PF andD∗ are expressed, respectively, in (×10−4mm2/sec),

(%) and (mm2/sec)

ADC SAVTE-IVIMR SAVTE-IVIME NNLS-based

Volunteer 2 10.1 ± 1.6 10.4 ± 1.4 4.6 ± 4.7
Volunteer 3 10.8 ± 1.4 10.8 ± 1.4 10.8 ± 1.6
Volunteer 4 9.6 ± 3.4 9.8 ± 3.0 7.9 ± 2.8
Volunteer 5 16.2 ± 2.2 16.5 ± 2.1 15.1 ± 4.6
Volunteer 6 12.7 ± 2.1 12.8 ± 2.0 12.8 ± 2.3

PF SAVTE-IVIMR SAVTE-IVIME NNLS-based

Volunteer 2 9.8 ± 7.5 12.7 ± 4.2 44.3 ± 24.3
Volunteer 3 16.1 ± 6.0 16.5 ± 4.1 19.9 ± 15.5
Volunteer 4 11.7 ± 9.7 14.1 ± 7.3 24.3 ± 16.9
Volunteer 5 20.3 ± 10.4 19.5 ± 9.7 26.0 ± 17.7
Volunteer 6 30.8 ± 12.8 29.1 ± 10.7 41.5 ± 14.1

D∗ SAVTE-IVIMR SAVTE-IVIME NNLS-based

Volunteer 2 0.109 ± 0.073 0.075 ± 0.065 0.093 ± 0.040
Volunteer 3 0.130 ± 0.031 0.126 ± 0.029 0.125 ± 0.031
Volunteer 4 0.089 ± 0.067 0.076 ± 0.060 0.055 ± 0.055
Volunteer 5 0.036 ± 0.022 0.037 ± 0.021 0.038 ± 0.025
Volunteer 6 0.073 ± 0.056 0.063 ± 0.044 0.068 ± 0.047

However, the latter table shows some relatively higher PF values using the NNLS-based

method compared to the ones obtained using the SAVTE-IVIME and the SAVTE-

IVIMR algorithms. This is probably due, as discussed previously, to the blood vessel

confounding effect that systematically appears when a bi-exponential IVIM model460

fitting is to be considered for each voxel where a false negative identification of blood
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vessel has occurred.

4. Discussion

In this study, two algorithms, the SAVTE-IVIMR and the SAVTE-IVIME, were

proposed to deal with the problem of the confounding blood vessel effect in the IVIM-465

MRI model in liver. These algorithms were evaluated and compared to the NNLS-

based one recently proposed to deal with such problem. Our comparative study was

conducted using simulated and real DW-MR images of liver acquired from six healthy

volunteers. The results on simulated data showed the superiority of the proposed

methods over the NNLS-based one in terms of blood vessel identification. Indeed,470

the NNLS-based method showed higher false negative rate in terms of identifying

affected voxels, especially for low SNR, as confirmed by the VLE measure and by the

statistical analysis. In terms of quantifying ADC (d1) and D∗ (d2), all methods showed

competitive results. However, the proposed algorithms showed higher performance in

terms of quantifying PF. In fact, contrary to the NNLS-based method, the SAVTE-475

IVIMR and the SAVTE-IVIME methods provided PF maps that are more consistent

with the ground truth. Furthermore, a high rate of spurious voxels with high PF values

were observed especially for NNLS-based method. This is mainly due to the false

negative identification of affected voxels. More precisely, for a false negative detection

of affected voxels, a bi-exponential fitting instead of a tri-exponential one is to be480

systematically considered in the NNLS-based method. Indeed, with the bi-exponential

fitting being employed, the confounding blood vessel effect will highly contribute to

the estimation of the tissue perfusion. Consequently, high PF values are to be expected.

Regarding the experiments on real DW-MR images, all methods gave, to some extent,

comparable spatial distribution of blood vessels in the ROI. However the NNLS-based485

one showed higher PF quantification values compared to the ones obtained using the

proposed methods. This phenomena is, as discussed above, mainly due to the problem

of false negative identification of affected voxels. Finally, it is noteworthy that as the

spatial distribution of blood vessel in liver is not uniform, there exists some ROIs for

which the sparsity assumption of blood vessels on which the proposed approach relies,490
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is fulfilled. Besides, it is worth noting that the sparsity rate is highly dependent on the

size of the chosen ROI. For example, the sparsity assumption can easily be violated for

small ROIs ( i.e., 2× 2). But, as the typical size of an ROI delineated by clinical expert
is, in general, not less than (10× 10), one can always find an ROI for which the sparsity
assumption on the blood vessel spatial distribution holds true. In such case the defined495

ROI is well-called informative.

Besides, evaluating the proposed algorithm on real DW-MR images is still a hard task

since the ground truth regarding the distribution of blood vessel in the ROI under study

is generally unavailable. To cope with this issue, additional MR images such as the MR

angiogram could be employed to provide a ground truth in vivo. However it should be500

noted that: (i) in the current work we investigate the case of a small (10 − 20%) partial

volume effect between blood vessels and liver parenchyma; (ii) the IVIM DW-MRI

protocol consists typically of data acquisition in free-breathing over a few minutes; (iii)

DW-MR images need to be co-registered with those of the MR angiogram. Due to

this intrinsic limitation of the co-registration process between free-breathing images505

acquired on a moving organ in two separate measurements, the approach of an MR

angiogram as a reference ground truth for small (10 − 20%) partial volume effects was

discarded in current work. Further studies would be necessary to investigate in detail

this challenging strategy.

5. Conclusion510

In this paper, a new approach to cope with the confounding blood vessel effect in

the IVIM-MRI model in liver was proposed. This is accomplished by resorting to an

automatic identification of the potential presence of large blood vessels in the ROI,

especially in situations where visual identification of such blood vessels is not evident.

Based on (i) the sparsity assumption of the spatial distribution of large vessels in the ROI515

and (ii) the extension of the single voxel-wise IVIM-MRI model to the all-voxel wise

one, the main advantage of the proposed SAVTE-IVIM approach resides in its ability to

deal simultaneously with all voxels in the ROI. In addition, two different strategies have

been proposed to take into account the non-negativity constraints in the all-voxel tri-
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exponential IVIM-MRI model: (i) a rough strategy, where potential negative values of520

parameter estimates were dealt with by taking into account prior informations regarding

the physiological ranges of the model parameters; and (ii) an embedded strategy where

a change of variable was employed during the optimization process. In addition to the

automatic blood-vessel identification, the SAVTE-IVIM approach, in its two proposed

variants, provides a quantification of (i) the confounding blood vessel effect of each525

voxel; (ii) the apparent diffusion coefficient and (iii) the tissue perfusion. Our results

on both realistic and real DW-MR images of six healthy volunteers have shown the

efficiency of the proposed algorithm. Indeed, the two proposed algorithms SAVTE-

IVIMR and SAVTE-IVIME have shown generally comparable performances in terms

of blood vessel identification and quantification of tissue diffusion and perfusion. In530

the case where the prior information regarding the physiological range of the model

parameters is reliable, it is preferable to use the SAVTE-IVIMR method.
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Appendices540

A. Technical materials on the solution of the P3 problem (6)

As mentioned in section 2.2.1, the ADMM method (Boyd et al., 2011) is used to

solve the P2 problem (5). To do so, the latter is reformulated in terms of minimizing its

associated augmented Lagrangian function , L, leading to the P3 problem (6) recalled
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hereafter:545

P3 :


mina1,a2,a3,d1,d2,d3,z, y L = ‖ψ‖22 + λ‖ z‖1 + yT(a3 − z) + ρ
2 ‖a3 − z‖22

s.t . à > 0, d` > 0,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3}
(A.1)

where z is an N-dimensional latent variable, y ∈ RN is the Lagrangian multiplier

and ρ > 0 denotes a penalty parameter. Estimating à ,∀`{1, 2, 3} can be easily computed

in a least square sense as the solution of ∂L
∂a` = 0,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3}. This leads to:

a1 = −(JT
a1 Ja1 )−1JT

a1 (s + Ja3 a3 + Ja2 a2) (A.2)

a2 = −(JT
a2 Ja2 )−1JT

a2 (s + Ja3 a3 + Ja1 a1) (A.3)

a3 = (
ρ

2
IN + JT

a3 Ja3 )−1(
ρ

2
z − 1

2
y − JT

a3 (s + Ja2 a2 + Ja1 a1)) (A.4)

where IN is the identity matrix of size (N × N) and

Ja` =
∂ψ

∂ à T
= −diag(e−b⊗d` )(1M ⊗ IN ), ∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3} (A.5)

and where diag(.) is a vector-to-diagonal matrix transformation defined such that for a550

given vector x, X = diag(x) is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal is x. More details

regarding the derivation of equations (A.2), (A.3) and (A.4) are given in the subsequent

subsection. The estimation of d`,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3} is performed using the LM algorithm

as follows:

∆d = (JT
d Jd + µI3N )−1JT

dψ (A.6)

where d = [dT
1, d

T
2, d

T
3]T, ∆d denotes the difference between two estimates of d taken555

at two successive iterations, and the matrix Jd of size (M N × 3N) is obtained by

concatenating Jd1, Jd2 and Jd3 as follows: Jd = [Jd1, Jd2, Jd3 ] with Jd` =
∂ψ
∂dT

`

.

Regarding the damping coefficient µ, it is updated following the scheme proposed in

(Madsen et al., 2004) with an initial guess being taken as the maximum element in the

matrix JT
d Jd . As far as the latent variable z is concerned, it is computed as follows:560

(Boyd et al., 2011):

z = proxφ, λρ (a3+ y) (A.7)
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where the prox function stands for the proximity operator dealing with the non-smooth

function φ (here φ(.) = ‖.‖1) initially proposed in (Ding, 2009). Regarding the La-

grangian variable y, the dual ascent method is used such that (Boyd et al., 2011):

565

∆y = a3 − z (A.8)

A.1. Derivation of a1 (A.2), a2 (A.3) and a3 (A.4)

Based on Kronecker product’s properties (see Coloigner et al. (2014)) and equation

(A.5), we have:

(1M ⊗ à ) � e−b⊗d`=diag(e−b⊗d` )(1M ⊗ IN ) à =−Ja` à (A.9)

then the all-voxel tri-exponential model (3) becomes:

s =
L=3∑

`=1
(1M ⊗ à ) � e−b⊗d` + ε = −

L=3∑

`=1
Ja` à + ε (A.10)

Consequently, we can write ψ = s + Ja1 a1 + Ja2 a2 + Ja3 a3. Parameters à ,∀` ∈570

{1, 2, 3} are then computed as the solution of ∂L
∂aT

`

= 0T
N ,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3} with:

L = ‖ψ‖22 + λ‖ z‖1 + yT(a3 − z) +
ρ

2
‖a3 − z‖22 (A.11)

= ψTψ + λ‖ z‖1 + yT(a3 − z) +
ρ

2
(a3 − z)T(a3 − z) (A.12)

where 0N is an N-dimensional vector of zeros. Then we have:

∂L
∂ à T

=
∂L
∂ψT ×

∂ψ

∂ à T
= 2ψT ∂ψ

∂ à T
, ∀` ∈ {1, 2}

= 2(s + Ja1 a1 + Ja2 a2 + Ja3 a3)TJa` (A.13)
∂L
∂a3T

= 2ψT ∂ψ

∂a3T
+ yT + ρ(a3 − z)T (A.14)

which immediately leads to:

a1 = −(JT
a1 Ja1 )−1JT

a1 (s + Ja3 a3 + Ja2 a2) (A.15)

a2 = −(JT
a2 Ja2 )−1JT

a2 (s + Ja3 a3 + Ja1 a1) (A.16)

a3 = (
ρ

2
IN + JT

a3 Ja3 )−1[
ρ

2
z − 1

2
y

−JT
a3 (s + Ja1 a1 + Ja2 a2)] (A.17)
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B. Technical materials on the solution of the P4 problem (7)

As also discussed previously, the ADMMmethod (Boyd et al., 2011) is used to solve575

the P4 optimization problem (7). Thus, P4 (7) is reformulated as a minimization of its

associated augmented Lagrangian function L1 leading to the P5 problem (8) recalled

hereafter:

P5 : L1 = ‖ψ‖22 + λ‖ z̃‖1 + ỹT( ã3 − z̃) +
ρ

2
‖ ã3 − z̃‖22 (B.1)

Then, estimating parameters ã1, ã2 and ã3 is performed by solving ∂L1
∂ ã1T = 0T

N ,
∂L1
∂ ã2T = 0T

N and ∂L1
∂ ã3T = 0T

N , respectively. Then the update rules of ã1 and ã2 are given580

by:

ã1 = −2(JT
ã1
J ã1 )−1JT

ã1
(s + Ja3 a3 + Ja2 a2) (B.2)

ã2 = −2(JT
ã2
J ã2 )−1JT

ã2
(s + Ja3 a3 + Ja1 a1) (B.3)

while the one for ã3 is computed by rooting the following equation:

4β � ( ã3
�3) + (ρ · 1N + 4JT

a3v) � ã3 + ( ỹ − ρ z̃) = 0N (B.4)

where v = s− (1M ⊗ a1)e−b⊗d1− (1M ⊗ a2)e−b⊗d2 , β = diag−1(JT
a3 Ja3 ) and where the

Jacobian matrix J ã` is computed as follows (Coloigner et al., 2014, Lemme 2):

J ã` =
∂ψ

∂ ã̀ T =
∂ψ

∂ à T
× ∂ à

∂ ã̀ T = Ja` × 2diag( ã̀ ) (B.5)

A detailed derivation of equations (B.2), (B.3) and (B.4) is given in the subsequent585

subsection. As far as the estimation of parameters d̃`,∀` ∈ {1, 2, 3} is concerned, the
LM method is employed. Then we have:

∆d̃ = (JT
d̃
J d̃ + µI3N )−1JT

d̃
ψ (B.6)

where d̃= [d̃1
T
, d̃2

T
, d̃3

T]T and the Jacobian matrix J d̃ is given by:

J d̃ =
∂ψ

∂ d̃
T =

∂ψ

∂dT ×
∂d

∂ d̃
T = Jd × 2diag( d̃) (B.7)

As mentioned in Appendix A.1, the damping factor µ is computed as suggested in

(Madsen et al., 2004) but with an initial guess corresponding to the maximum entry590
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of JT
d̃
J d̃ . Similarly to equations (A.7) and (A.8), variables z̃ and ỹ, are updated as

follows:

z̃ =proxφ, λρ ( ã3+ ỹ) (B.8)

∆ ỹ = ã3 − z̃ (B.9)

B.1. Derivation of ã1 (B.2), ã2 (B.3) and ã3 (B.4)

Following the same gradient computation scheme adopted in Appendix A.1, we

have:595

∂L1
∂ ã̀ T = 2ψT ∂ψ

∂ ã̀ T = 2(s +
3∑

k=1
Jak ak )TJ ã`,∀`∈{1, 2} (B.10)

∂L1
∂ ã3

T = 2ψT ∂ψ

∂ ã3
T + ỹT + ρ( ã3 − z̃)T (B.11)

then immediately we obtain:

ã1 = −2(JT
ã1 J ã1 )−1JT

ã1 (s + Ja3 a3 + Ja2 a2) (B.12)

ã2 = −2(JT
ã2 J ã2 )−1JT

ã2 (s + Ja3 a3 + Ja1 a1) (B.13)

Regarding ã3 we can write J ã3 =
∂ψ
∂ ã3
= Ja3 ·2diag( ã3). Also, we have a3 = ã3

�2, and

ψ = s +
∑L=3
`=1 Ja` à . Then we can write:

∂L1
∂ ã3

T = 2(s +
L=3∑

`=1
Ja` à )TJ ã3 + ỹT + ρ( ã3 − z̃)T (B.14)

= 4aT
3 J

T
a3 Ja3diag( ã3) + ( ỹ − ρ z̃)T + ρã3

T + 4vTJa3diag( ã3)

where v = s + Ja1 a1 + Ja2 a2. Based on properties of the Hadamard product, we can

write 4vTJa3diag( ã3) = 4vTJa3 � ã3
T. Also, according to equation (A.5), we have:600

JT
a3 Ja3 = (1M ⊗ IN )Tdiag(e−2b⊗d3 )(1M ⊗ IN ) (B.15)

= diag([
M∑

m=1
e−2bmd (1)

3 , · · · ,
M∑

m=1
e−2bmd (N )

3 ]) = diag(β)

which means that JT
a3 Ja3 is a (N × N) diagonal matrix. In addition, based again on the

Hadamard product’s properties, the first term on the right-hand side of equation (B.14)
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can be written as:

4aT
3 J

T
a3 Ja3diag( ã3) = 4aT

3 · diag(β) · diag( ã3) (B.16)

= 4ã3T � ã3
T � βT � ã3

T = 4βT � ( ã3
�3)T

Also, we have ρã3T = ρ · 1T
N � ã3

T. Then, by substituting the latter expression together

with (B.16) and the expression of 4vTJa3diag( ã3) in equation (B.15), we obtain:605

∂L1
∂ ã3

T = 4β � ( ã3
�3) + (ρ · 1N + 4JT

a3v) � ã3 + ( ỹ − ρ z̃) (B.17)

which means that ã3 can be found by rooting the above equation.
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